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1. Confirmation of Sub-Committee Business  

RECOMMENDED 
That the following approvals granted by the Swimming Pools Sub-Committee under delegated 
authority (Environment Committee Minute R.10/11.212) be confirmed: 

 S N & J M Healy - 82 David Street, Blenheim - exemption for doors opening into pool 
area (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987). 
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2. Resource Management Fees and Charges 

(Clr Arbuckle) (Report prepared by Anna Eatherley) C270-05 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to assist the Committee in its deliberations on the Proposed Schedule 

of Fees and Charges for activities undertaken under the Resource Management Act 1991.  

Background 
2. This report has been prepared to advise the Committee on matters raised in submissions on the 

Proposed Resource Management Act fees review.  The report “Alterations to Resource 
Management Fees - Resource Management Act 1991” was considered by Council’s Environment 
Committee at its meeting on 1 December 2011.  A copy of the report is included as Attachment A 
to this report. 

3. The Committee resolved that the proposed Schedule of Fees be notified for consultative purposes 
as required by Section 83 of the Local Government Act 2002.  The Proposed Amendments to 
Council’s Charging Policy - Resource Management Act 1991 was advertised on 
22 December 2011.  In accordance with the special consultative procedures Council allowed one 
month from the date of the notice for written submissions.  

4. Council received two submissions to the proposed Schedule of Fees.  The submissions were 
received from the New Zealand Institute of Surveyors and Khalid Suleiman.  A copy of the 
submissions is included as Attachment B.  Both submitters requested to be heard in support of 
their submissions. 

5. Hearing of the submissions occurred at the Environment Committee meeting on 22 March 2012.  
Both submitters provided hearing evidence in support of their submissions which is attached as 
Attachment C.  Having received the submissions and conducted the hearing, the Committee is 
now in a position to reflect on its preliminary proposal to alter the Resource Management Fees.  
The Committee has the option of either confirming or amending its proposal, in light of the 
submissions received, and to adopt or not to adopt the fees and charges. 

Financial Context 
6. The Resource Consent Section has experienced a shortfall in fees income against budget for the 

last five years.  The LTCCP sets out the level of cost recovery expected from fees charged by 
Council for the services provided to resource consent applicants and holders.  The split between 
costs recovered and the public good was set at 80:20 until recently.  The public good component is 
funded through general rates and includes the duty planner service, the processing of certain 
objections and responding to appeals.  In light of the non-recoverable nature of these activities and 
the demands placed on the section, Council has adjusted the ratio to a more realistic 70:30.  It 
should also be noted that Council does recognise the impact of consent fees on economic 
development and did not increase the fees from October 2008 until October 2010.  Again this 
round the fees have not been increased since July 2010.  Unfortunately freezing fees is not a 
sustainable practice and Council has no option but to adjust the fees in order to cover costs. 

7. Fee setting under Section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991 is based on the recovery of 
the non-public good elements of costs.  The actual, fair and reasonable costs of processing a 
resource consent application are recovered directly from the resource consent applicant or holder.  
This avoids unfairly burdening the ratepayer with charges for work that is undertaken specifically 
for those who will benefit from the use of natural and physical resources. 
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8. A complete review has been undertaken of the section’s processes.  The review resulted in the 
adoption of more timely and cost-effective practices and culminated in reductions in staffing levels 
from within the section.  However unlike the private sector, Council as a consenting authority is 
charged with providing a fully staffed resource consent processing unit that can adequately 
respond to daily and weekly fluctuations in throughput.  Further cuts to staff numbers would 
jeopardise the provision of this service.  Consideration also must be given to the Resource 
Management Act (Simplifying and Streamlining) Amendment Act 2009 which emphasises statutory 
timeframes and consequential substantial financial penalties for non-compliance.  Council simply 
could not afford to absorb the new financial penalties for statutory non-compliance. 

9. In summary, the intent of increasing the fees is merely to address the shortfall in the recovery of 
the costs of processing a resource consent application.  The fee increases are only to recover 
actual costs and to reduce the burden of this private benefit service on the ratepayer.  

Summary of Submissions 
10. The following table summarises the issues raised by the submitters and offers a staff assessment 

of these: 

Submissions 
received from 

Summary of submissions 
received 

Comment 

New Zealand 
Institute of Surveyors 

1. Oppose the proposed new 
base fee for notified 
consents.  

 

 Council proposes to increase the base fee 
from $3,375.00 to $5,000.  This increase 
brings the fee in to line with Tasman 
District Council and Nelson City Council. 

 Only 66% of the total notified consents 
received cost less than $3,000.  This 
means that 1/3 of applicants are being 
invoiced for the balance.  If the base fee 
was raised to $5,000 72% would be 
captured by the deposit.  The applicants 
would be paying the same amount at the 
completion of the process but with a 
higher proportion at the outset.  It is more 
efficient for Council to refund the 
difference rather than to invoice the 
balance. 

 2. Oppose the variation fee 
increase. 

 The average cost of a variation between 
1July 2011 and 23 March 2012 was 
$688.68.  Slightly over 50% of the 
variations received over that period 
exceeded $600 and required invoices at 
the completion of processing.  If the base 
fee was increased to $900, 88% would be 
captured by the deposit. 
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 3. Oppose the across the 
board charge out rate for 
Resource Management 
Officers and Hearings 
Facilitators. 

 Requires a team of professionals to 
ensure a consistent high quality service 
that meets the needs of the region.  The 
recent staff restructure has resulted in the 
retention of Council’s most experienced 
and qualified planners who are currently at 
the charge rate of $140.  The staff that are 
at current senior level rate are to be 
charged out at a reduced rate to bring 
them in to line with the planners.  All 
applications require the same 
administrative components and sign off by 
delegated staff. 

 The Hearings Facilitator is not an 
administrative position.  The role is highly 
specialised and requires a tertiary 
qualification and the Making Good 
Decisions Certification. 

Khalid Suleiman 1. Oppose the proposed new 
base fee for Notified 
Consents.  

 See notes above. 

 2. Oppose the across the 
board charge out rate for 
Resource Management 
Officers and Hearings 
Facilitators. 

 See notes above.  It should also be noted 
that Tasman District Council is raising its 
hourly rate to $138.00 per hour in 
July 2012 and Nelson City Council is 
raising its hourly rate to $134.00 per hour.  
The difference between Marlborough and 
the other two councils is that the across 
board rate is only for professional staff in 
Marlborough whereas the rate includes all 
administrative staff including customer 
service officers at the other councils. 

 The Council charge out rate for planners 
differs from private consultants in that it 
includes all Council associated overheads 
including accommodation, data collection, 
electronic systems, secretarial support, 
telephone, vehicle standing costs, 
miscellaneous equipment and general 
consumables.  All of the above costs are 
legitimate overhead costs that are 
sanctioned by Section 36(4) of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 

 

Options and Assessment 
11. The New Zealand Institute of Surveyors raised concerns over the increase in the notified 

application fee, the variation fee and the flat charge out rate.  The fees have not been increased 
since July 2010.  The fees in question are lodgement fees and by increasing them the applicant will 
be paying more at the initial stage but not more overall.  The intent is to capture the majority of 
applications received so as to avoid charging for a shortfall at the completion of the process.  It is 
more efficient for Council to refund any credits held at the end of the process than to pursue 
outstanding amounts.  The flat charge out rate is designed to improve efficiencies and ensure 
consistency.  Most of the planners are currently on the $140 charge out rate that was ratified by 
Council in 2010.  The intent is to eliminate the senior and junior rates.  The recent restructure has 
resulted in staff losses in these areas particularly and eliminated the need for various charge out 
rates.  
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12. Khalid Suleiman also raised concerns over the notified application lodgement fee and the hourly 
rate which have been addressed above.  

Legislative Compliance 
13. The relevant legislation in relation to this issue is Section 36 of the Resource Management Act 

1991 and Section 83 of the Local Government Act 2002.  The fixed fees come under matters in 
Section 36(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991.  The intent of the fixed fee provision is to 
enable cost recovery of day to day operations without undue process.  The recovery of additional 
costs by way of Council’s Charging Policy is in accordance with Section 36(3) of the Resource 
Management Act 1991.  The charges are in accordance with Section 36(4) of the Resource 
Management Act 1991 as they are limited to the recovery of the actual and reasonable costs 
incurred by Council to process a resource consent application. 

14. The proposed schedule of fees was notified for consultative purposes under Section 83 of the 
Local Government Act 2002.  In accordance with the special consultative procedures, Council 
allowed one month from the date of notice for written submissions.  In accordance with the special 
consultative procedures Council put the submissions to a public hearing.  

15. Council’s charging policy, the proposed amended fee schedule, the special consultative 
procedures undertaken and the recommendation comply in all respects with the relevant 
legislation.  

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the report Resource Management Fees and Charges be received. 

2. That the proposal for Resource Management Fees and Charges be adopted with an 
implementation date of 1 July 2011. 

3. That the submitters be notified of the decision.  

Schedule of Fees 

The fixed initial deposits listed in the schedule are minimum charges for 
the resource consent applications and are charges “fixed” under Section 
36 (1) of the Resource Management Act 1991 (they are therefore not 
subject to objection rights). All consent processing charges, which 
exceed the fixed initial deposits, are considered to be additional charges 
pursuant to Section 36 (3) of the Resource Management Act 1991 and 
these may be charged on a monthly basis or invoiced at the end of the 
consenting process. 
The final cost of processing each resource consent application will be 
based on actual and reasonable costs, and will include the charging of 
staff time at the rates in the schedule of fees for staff hourly processing 
rates and disbursements. Where charges are lower than the original 
deposit paid a refund will be made. Failure to pay at any stage will result 
in Council stopping the process until the charges are paid.  

  

  (Fees are GST 
Inclusive) 

  Fixed Initial 
Deposit 

Minor Resource Consents   

Bore Construction -    

Domestic  Flat $300.00  
Irrigation  Flat $600.00  

   

Notified Resource Consents   

All Applications (including subdivisions* ) Base* $5,000.00 
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Non-Notified Resource Consents   

Subdivision (flat plan/unit title - engineering fees do not 
apply )  

Flat $600.00  

All Applications but excluding subdivisions.  Note: site 
inspections additional, see below. 

Base* $900.00 

Subdivisions (Note: site inspections and engineering     
charges are additional) 

Base* $1,300.00 

   

Miscellaneous Consents, Certificate and Permissions  

Section 37 extension of time for deposit of survey plan Base* $300.00 

Sections 124,125, 126,127,139, 139A Base* $900.00 

Section 128:  Review of Conditions - Non-notified Appln   Base* $900.00 

Section 127, 128:  Review of Conditions - Notified 
Appln                                              

Base* $5,000.00 

Land Registry Compliance (Certificates, Consents) Flat $300.00  

Planning Instruments Compliance Check - Building 
Consents  

Flat $300.00  

   
Transfers - Section 35 (5)(gc) -   

Water Flat $300.00  

Coastal, Discharge, Land Use Flat $300.00  

Sections 223, 224 - Approval or deposit of survey 
plans 

  

4 lots or less (each stage) Base* $300.00 

5 or more lots (each stage) Base* $600.00 
   

Outline Plan Approvals, Policy Statements, Plan 
Changes and Requirements 

  

Section 176A Approval for Outline Plan  Flat $900.00  

Change to Policy Statement, Plans  Base $25,000.00 
Notice of Requirements or Alterations to Designations   
 Non Notified Base* $1,300.00 
 Notified Base* $5,000.00 

Statements and Miscellaneous Certificates   

Provide required documentation  Variable $300.00  
   

Site Inspection   

Disbursements, e.g. boat hire  Flat $300.00  
   

Engineering Charges - Subdivision**   

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 1-3 lots Flat $325.71 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 4-10 lots  Flat $780.51 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 11-20 lots Flat $1300.44 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 20+ lots Flat $1951.85 

   

Other Rates and Charges   

Hearings Committee or Commissioner [Local 
Government (Local Authorities Salaries and Allowances) 
Determination 2001]  

Variable            - 

Hearing Cancellation Fee Flat $1,500.00 
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Resource Management Officer Per 
Hour  

$140.00 

Hearings Facilitator Per 
Hour 

$140.00 

Administration Officer  Per 
Hour 

$90.00 

Principal Planner/Resource Consents Manager Per 
Hour 

$140.00 

   

*Base fee is a deposit only.    

** Engineering Charges are additional to the base charge - Refer to 
 "Marlborough District Council Charging Policy - Resource 
 Management Act" 
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Attachment A 

5. Alterations to Resource Management Fees - 
Resource Management Act 1991 

(Clr Arbuckle) (Report prepared by Anna Eatherley) (C270-05) 

Introduction 
1. The Marlborough District Council Charging Policy for activities undertaken under the Resource 

Management Act pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991 and the Local Government 
Act 1974 was adopted in February 2007.  The charging policy is based on cost recovery.  An 
applicant is expected to pay the reasonable cost of processing the application.  Fees and charges for 
this activity are reviewed annually to allow for any changes that may be required to meet Council’s 
funding policies and statutory changes.  This report recommends some changes to charges and 
hourly rates for processing resource consents and related activities.  

Resource Management Fee Schedule 
2. A review of the fee schedule (attached) in respect to the structure of charges and the amount of the 

charges has been carried out.  In general this function has an element of cost recovery and therefore 
fees should reflect the actual cost recovery upon completion of the process.  The intent is to capture 
all costs associated with the processing of an application for resource consent.  

3. Funding for the activity is set by Council’s funding policy through a mix of rates and fees and 
charges.  The level of cost recovery from applicants for resource consent affects the level of 
ratepayer funding that is required.  Council’s funding policy sets the percentage of the total cost of 
the activity that is funded by rates (public good) and by the applicant or permit holder (private 
good).  The fees and charges are set at a level that will achieve Council’s funding policy.  The 
funding policy for the resource consent activity is set out in the Long Term Council Community 
Plan 2009 - 2019.  The funding split between private good (fees and charges) and public good 
(rates) is 80:20.  This target has proven to be impossible to meet in the context of providing an 
acceptable service to the public that meets the needs of the community.  It is noted that the working 
party on the Long Term Plan is recommending the funding split be shifted to 60 (private good - 
application fees): 40 (public good - rates) to correct this situation. 

4. Section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991 sets out the basis on which Council may set or 
fix charges for resource management activities.  Council’s current charging structure is based on a 
combination of the applicants lodging an initial sum of money determined by the nature or category 
of the consent and fixed initial charges.  The lodgement fees are credited to the applicant’s account 
and the consent is processed with those processing charges charged to the applicant’s account.  The 
cost of the consent processing is based on the time spent by Council staff assessing and reporting 
on the application and administrative costs.  The hourly charge is determined by the seniority of the 
staff undertaking the task.  When the process is completed the costs are calculated and a refund is 
made if the costs are less than the initial charge or an account for further payment is sent if the 
costs exceed the amount of the initial charge.  The fixed initial charges are intended to cover the 
total cost of an application.  Fixed charges are not supplemented by additional actual and 
reasonable charges once the consent is complete.  The problem with fixed charges is when the 
processing costs exceed the payment Council cannot recover the actual and reasonable costs 
incurred.  It is recommended that Council amends its charging structure to eliminate the fixed 
charges in favour of a lodgement fee and subsequent charging at the completion of the process, 
with interim invoicing if appropriate.  In order to avoid outstanding accounts it is recommended 
that the initial fee is at a level that does not normally require charging for a shortfall in costs.  It is 
more efficient to refund any credits held at the end of the process than to chase up accounts.  It is 
further recommended that the initial charge be simplified to fewer base fees.  There is no purpose 
in using variable initial charges as the cost of each consent is adjusted at the end of the process.  
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The simplification proposed is consistent with Nelson City Council and Tasman District Council’s 
Schedule of Charges.  

5. Currently the staff charge out rate is set at various levels of seniority.  It is recommended that this 
be simplified to one rate for all professional planning staff processing applications for resource 
consent.  One rate indicates to applicants that they will be receiving a fair and consistent service 
and checks and reviews by management will ensure quality and timeliness.  The one rate is also 
consistent with Nelson City Council and Tasman District Council’s Schedules of Charges. 

6. To meet Council’s funding policy for private good the revenue required to be generated by the 
activity in 2012/13 is $1,378,777 plus overheads.  If overheads are similar to the overhead for 
2011/2012 the total cost of the resource consent activity will be $2,106, 209.  If the Hearing 
recovery of $98,554 is removed from this total the net revenue required is $2,007,655.  60% of the 
net revenue required is $1,204,593.  Council is able to achieve its private good recovery with a 
charge out rate of $140 inclusive of GST.  As at July 2011 Nelson City Council charged $131 per 
hour for planning staff and Tasman District Council charged $134 per hour.  Their fee schedules 
will also be due for their annual review.  If their fees are only adjusted for annual inflation they will 
increase to $137.01 and $140.15 respectively.   

7. The revised schedule sets base charges which are at the higher end.  These proposed initial charges 
do reflect the average costs for consents and can be justified.  The intent is to capture most costs for 
processing a resource consent with the base fee as it has been found that it is more efficient for 
Council to refund the difference rather than to chase overdue/unpaid invoices.  

8. The outstanding accounts for resource consents are significant.  Council has recently initiated a 
practice of monthly charging in cases where costs of processing are exceeding the base fee paid.  
Non-payment of interim invoices results in a cessation of work on the application by Council staff 
under Section 36(7) of the Resource Management Act 1991.  It is not clear at this stage how 
effective this practice is and as the debtor problem is quite considerable it is recommended that 
additional measures such as setting the base fees at appropriate levels needs to be taken.  

9. It is considered that this fee review strictly adheres to the criteria in Section 36(4) of the Resource 
Management Act 1991.  Specifically the fixed charges, fixed initial deposit charges and additional 
charges for processing applications for resource consent have the sole purpose of recovering the 
reasonable costs incurred by Council in respect of this activity.  Furthermore the particular person 
or persons required to pay charges are those who benefit from Council’s actions in regard to the 
processing and issuance of a resource consent.  On the other hand the fee review recognises 
Council’s role as a resource manager and that the activity must maintain a public good component 
to meet the needs of the community.  The review is based on the actual costs of processing 
applications for resource consent.  The intent is to lift income levels to generate the required 
revenue and enable achievement of the private good recovery rate while maintaining a fair and 
reasonable charging regime.  

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the report be received.  

2. That Council agree that the special consultative procedure as required by Section 83 of the 
Local Government Act 2002 commence for the revised schedule of fees as set out below. 

3. That notice of the revised schedule of fees and the consultation being undertaken is published 
in the Marlborough Express and on Council's website. 

4. That a copy of the revised schedule of fees be posted to every person who is, according to the 
Council's records, a current resource management practitioner. 
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5. That a copy of the revised schedule of fees be sent to all Marlborough iwi. 

6. That a copy of the revised schedule of fees be sent to the Marlborough Chamber of 
Commerce. 

Revised Schedule of Fees 

The fixed initial deposits listed in the schedule are minimum charges for the 
resource consent applications and are charges “fixed” under Section 36 (1) of 
the Resource Management Act 1991 (they are therefore not subject to objection 
rights). All consent processing charges, which exceed the fixed initial deposits, 
are considered to be additional charges pursuant to Section 36 (3) of the 
Resource Management Act 1991 and these may be charged on a monthly basis 
or invoiced at the end of the consenting process. 
The final cost of processing each resource consent application will be based on 
actual and reasonable costs, and will include the charging of staff time at the 
rates in the schedule of fees for staff hourly processing rates and disbursements. 
Where charges are lower than the original deposit paid a refund will be made. 
Failure to pay at any stage will result in Council stopping the process until the 
charges are paid.  

Existing Existing Proposed 
Change 

  (Fees are GST Inclusive) 

  Charge $ Fixed Initial 
Deposit 

Minor Resource Consents    

Bore Construction -     

Domestic  Flat  $150.00 $300.00  
Irrigation  Flat $250.00 $600.00  

    

Notified Resource Consents    

All Applications (including subdivisions* ) Base* $3,375.00 $5,000.00 
    

Non-Notified Resource Consents    

Subdivision (flat plan/unit title - engineering fees do not 
apply )  

Flat $235.00 $600.00  

All Applications but excluding subdivisions.  Note: site 
inspections additional, see below. 

Base* $600.00 $900.00 

Subdivisions (Note: site inspections and engineering     
charges are additional) 

Base* $1,200.00 $1,300.00 

    

Miscellaneous Consents, Certificate and Permissions   

Section 37 extension of time for deposit of survey plan Base* - $300.00 

Sections 124,125, 126,127,139, 139A Base* $600.00 $900.00 

Section 128:  Review of Conditions - Non-notified Appln   Base* $600.00 $900.00 

Section 127, 128:  Review of Conditions - Notified 
Appln                                              

Base* $3,375.00 $5,000.00 

Land Registry Compliance (Certificates, Consents) Flat $123.75 $300.00  

Planning Instruments Compliance Check - Building 
Consents  

Flat $123.75 $300.00  

Minor Consent for Building non-compliance  Base* $237.50 To be removed 

Transfers - Section 35 (5)(gc) -    
Water Flat $150.00 $300.00  

Coastal, Discharge, Land Use Flat $79.00 $300.00  

Sections 223, 224 - Approval or deposit of survey plans    

4 lots or less (each stage) Base* $130.00 $300.00 
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5 or more lots (each stage) Base* $200.00 $600.00 
    

Outline Plan Approvals, Policy Statements, Plan Changes 
and Requirements 

   

Section 176A Approval for Outline Plan  Flat $600.00 $900.00  

Change to Policy Statement, Plans  Base $25,000.00 $25,000.00 
Notice of Requirements or Alterations to Designations     
 Non Notified Base* $1,200.00 $1,300.00 
 Notified Base* $3375.00 $5,000.00 

Statements and Miscellaneous Certificates    

Provide required documentation  Variable Actual  $300.00  
    

Site Inspection    

Disbursements, e.g. boat hire  Flat $337.50 $300.00  
    

Engineering Charges - Subdivision**    

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 1-3 lots Flat $309.38 $325.71 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 4-10 lots  Flat $741.38 $780.51 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 11-20 lots Flat $1,235.25 $1300.44 

Engineering evaluations (subdivisions) - 20+ lots Flat $1,854.00 $1951.85 

    

Other Rates and Charges    

Hearings Committee or Commissioner [Local 
Government (Local Authorities Salaries and Allowances) 
Determination 2001]  

Variable per Schedule            - 

Hearing Cancellation Fee Flat $750.00 $1,500.00 

Resource Management Officer Per 
Hour P1 

$125.00 $140.00 

 Per 
Hour P2 

$140.00 $140.00 

Hearings Facilitator Per 
Hour 

$105.00 $140.00 

Administration Officer  Per 
Hour 

$90.00 - 

Principal Planner/Resource Consents Manager Per 
Hour 

$155.00 $140.00 

    

*Base fee is a deposit only.     

** Engineering Charges are additional to the base charge - Refer to 
 "Marlborough District Council Charging Policy - Resource 
 Management Act" 
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3. French Pass School - Removal of Designation 

(Clr Arbuckle)  (Report prepared by Anna Eatherley) DES0037 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to formally remove the designation on the former French Pass School 

property on Croisilles-French Pass Road under Section 182 of the Resource Management 
Act 1991. 

Comments 
2. The site at Elmslie Bay is designated under the Marlborough Sounds Resource Management Plan 

for French Pass Primary School and associated residence. 

3. The school is now closed and the site is no longer required for education purposes.  The Minister 
of Education has approved the uplifting of the designation.  

4. The Ministry of Education has given formal notice to the Council in the prescribed form as required 
by Section 182 of the Resource Management Act 1991 requesting Council amend its District Plan. 

Summary 
5. The site is no longer being used for the purpose of the designation.  The Ministry of Education has 

given notice in the prescribed form that it no longer requires the designation.  

RECOMMENDED 
That Council approve the removal of the designation for the closed French Pass School in 
accordance with Section 182 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and amend the Marlborough 
Sounds Resource Management Plan accordingly.  
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4. Rabbit Trend Monitoring Update 

(Clr Evans) (Report prepared by Jono Underwood) E315-004-012 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to present annual rabbit population monitoring data and discuss any 

trends appearing. 

Background 
2. The Marlborough District Council Biosecurity Section carries out annual night count monitoring 

across 12 fixed routes.  Eleven of these night count routes were established through the most 
rabbit prone country within Marlborough being Molesworth, Muller, Middlehurst and Upcot Stations. 
Some of these routes were established as far back as 1989 but all before 1996.  The twelfth route 
was established as a representative of ‘coastal Marlborough’.  It runs from Vernon Lagoon through 
Redwood Pass and out into the Dashwood Pass. 

3. This year, a thirteenth night count route was established at Coastal Ward to gather further trend 
data representing another ‘problem area’ that has recently caused issues.  

4. Each year the exact route is counted as close to the same time per year as possible.  Rabbits are 
counted per kilometre with a final rabbits per kilometre figure obtained.  

Comments 
5. Seven of the routes were carried out in November/December 2011, five routes in Molesworth 

counted in March 2012, and the Coastal Ward route also carried out in March 2012.  

6. A total of four of the night count routes showed an increase on the previous year, six routes had a 
drop in numbers, with another two holding steady.  

 Route 2009/10 
AvR/Km 

2010/11 
AvR/Km 

2011/12 
AvR/Km 

Trend in last 
2 years 

Middlehurst/Upcot Hells Gate 2.2 1.5 0.9 DOWN 
Middlehurst Tone 3.6 4.0 7.0 UP 

Alma 5.3 7.8 8.1 UP 
Guide 6.5 5.3 1.4 DOWN 
Kiritown 7.1 11.7 8.7 STEADY 

Molesworth 

Isolated-Redgate 7.6 13.9 5.8 DOWN 
Blicks 7.5 5.4 4.1 DOWN 
Langridge 4.6 4.3 4.3 STEADY 
Top Block 1.4 2.6 2.8 UP 
Williams  10.6 3.1 4.1 DOWN 

Muller 

Honeymoon 4.8 7.3 7.7 UP 
Coastal Vernon 11.2 6.5 3.5 DOWN 
 Ward - - 1.9 - 

 
7. The increases seen on the Tone, Top Block and Honeymoon routes are very small and are from 

low base numbers.  These areas are still under a sustained maintenance phase after a 2007 aerial 
poison. 

8. The small increase on the Alma route was due to a single isolated pocket building from last year.  
This will be targeted over the winter by the Molesworth pest officer.   
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Summary 
9. The exceptional growth throughout the district associated with the wet 2011/12 season, in 

conjunction with control efforts and RHD virus, has had a positive impact in reducing rabbit 
numbers. 

10. The additional night count route at Ward will be a valuable addition to the long term rabbit 
monitoring data. 

11. The data obtained from the annual night count routes is very limited to that property or block(s).  
Such data should not be used to make assumptions regarding a larger geographic area.   

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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5. Regional Pest Management Strategy for Marlborough 
2007 Review 

(Clr Evans) (Report prepared by Dave Grueber) E315-002-008 

Purpose 
1. To seek approval from the Council to publicly notify a Proposed Regional Pest Management 

Strategy for Marlborough (Proposal) in June 2012. 

Background 
2. The current Regional Pest Management Strategy for Marlborough 2007 (Strategy) became 

operative on 2 July 2007 and will expire on 2 July 2012.  To allow the Council to maintain its 
biosecurity powers to enforce the rules in the existing Strategy, the Council must publicly notify a 
review of its Strategy by 30 June 2012.  This requires the preparation of a Proposal, which must be 
approved by the Council prior to the public notification of the review. 

Review Timing 
3. At a previous Council meeting in December 2011, the Council agreed to undertake the review of 

the current Strategy in two stages.  At the time of writing no significant progress has been made 
with the Biosecurity Law Reform Bill in Parliament.  Therefore it is still appropriate for the review of 
the current Strategy to be undertaken in two stages. 

4. Stage one of the review required staff to prepare a Proposal for notification prior to the expiry of the 
current Strategy.  Staff have now prepared a Proposal to be notified in accordance with the 
provisions of the existing legislation.  Attached separately is the document “Draft Proposed 
Regional Pest Management Strategy for Marlborough June 2012.” 

Consultation 
5. A copy of the draft Proposal and a covering letter explaining the Council’s approach to the review 

has been sent to Minister for the Environment, Minister of Conservation and Minister of Agriculture 
and Forestry, Local Authorities and tangata whenua of the area (section 73 of the Biosecurity 
Act 1993).  At the time of writing no feedback has been received. 

Proposed Changes to the Current Strategy 
6. In the first stage of the review it is proposed that no significant changes be recommended.  The 

attached Proposal is based on the current Strategy with some minor amendments.  The 
amendments and the reason for the change are explained in the attached schedule.   

7. The recommended changes include:  

 Updating expiry date and Indicative Costs and Sources of Fund (Table 9). 

 Correcting the scientific name for Eel Grass, changing the references from ‘Rooks’ to ‘Rook’ 
and correcting a rule for Contorta Pine. 

 Amending a rule for African Feather Grass and a bullet point under the Means of 
Achievement for Chilean Needlegrass. 

 Extending the references to performance measure completion dates from 2012 to 2017. 
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The Strategy Review Process 
8. The review is commenced by the notification of a Proposal in accordance with Section 78 of the 

Biosecurity Act 1993.  On 28 June 2012, a public notice will be advertised in the local papers and 
be sent to those people and agencies required by the Biosecurity Act 1993.  A copy of the Public 
Notice is attached.  The notice will advertise that a Proposal is available for viewing and comment.   

9. Submissions will close on 31 July 2012.   

10. Section 79A of the Biosecurity Act 1993 requires that the Proposal must be subject to an inquiry.  
The Council has the option of appointing a Commissioner or a Board of Inquiry (Hearings 
Committee) to hear submissions.  After the closing date for submissions, a summary of the 
submissions will be prepared and submitters are able to speak, if they wish, to their submissions in 
front of a Commissioner or Hearings Committee.   

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the information be received. 

2. That approval is granted to notify the Proposal titled “Draft Proposed Regional Pest 
Management Strategy for Marlborough June 2012” on 28 June 2012. 

3. That a Hearings Committee consisting of Councillor Evans (Chairman), Councillor Barsanti 
and Ross Beech be established to hear submissions. 
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6. Environmental Data - Web Site Upgrade - March 2012 

(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Val Wadsworth) E320-001 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to present to the Committee recent upgrades to Council’s 

Environmental Data Web site. 

Background 
2. Staff recently carried out a major upgrade of the web pages displaying river, rainfall and climate 

information on the Council’s web site.  The previous HydroTel page has been replaced with a 
series of environmental data pages which display information in either a map based, or graphical 
manner.  The programming was done in house by IT staff member Grant Carroll, working in 
conjunction with Environmental Science and Monitoring staff.  The pages can now also be viewed 
using Smart phone applications.  Having designed the web pages in house means changes are 
relatively straight forward and further enhancements will be made over time. 

3. During the change over the page was unavailable for a few days and the number of enquiries from 
members of the public showed just how widely viewed these pages are, both for irrigation and 
recreational or public uses.  After a few minor teething issues, the pages are now fully operational 
and a number of favourable comments have been received from members of the public. 

4. Environmental Science and Monitoring staff will give a demonstration of the new web 
pages during the meeting. (10 minutes). 

 

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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7. Annual Air Quality Report 2011 

(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Fleur Tiernan) E300-004 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to present the annual air quality report for 2011 and the 

accompanying 2011 air quality report card.  (The “Annual Air Quality Monitoring Report - Blenheim 
2011” report is attached separately). 

Background 
2. In 2011, PM10 monitoring was carried out at two sites in Blenheim; the Redwoodtown Bowling Club 

and the historical PM10 monitoring site in Middle Renwick Road (MRR) in Blenheim. 

3. Six exceedances of the National Environmental Standard (NES) for PM10 of 50 µg m-3 (24-hour 
average) were measured at the Bowling Club site during 2011.  Under the NES only one 
exceedance is allowed.  The maximum and second maximum concentrations were 82 µg m-3 and 
80 µg m-3, which occurred on 2 and 20 July.  The two highest concentrations recorded at 
Redwoodtown were the highest recorded for the site.  The maximum concentration recorded at the 
MRR site was 35 µg m-3.  
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Figure 1: Daily PM10 concentrations at Redwoodtown 

Comments 
4. To date no management options have been implemented to reduce PM10 concentrations within the 

airshed.  However a number of management options have been proposed and will be incorporated 
into the new regional plan.  The timeframe as to when these management options come into effect 
will impact on the region’s ability to meet the air quality standards by 2016.  

5. Council programmes such as the Heat Smart programme (which provides help to ratepayers 
wanting to upgrade their insulation or to install clean heat) will help reduce the overall emissions to 
the airshed, the extent to which this helps will depend on the uptake.  To date 144 households 
have availed of the scheme, 97 of which are in the Blenheim airshed, since it was introduced in 
August 2010.  Of the applications within the Blenheim airshed 61 were received in 2011 (figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Number of applications received for Councils Heat Smart programme  

6. Despite an apparent improvement in PM10 concentrations from 2005 to 2010 at the Redwoodtown 
site, a decrease in concentrations at the Springlands site and initiatives such as the Heat Smart 
programme, monitoring suggests that there has been no real reduction in PM10 emissions in the 
Blenheim airshed (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Median and 75th percentile PM10 concentrations at Redwoodtown 
after adjusting for meteorological conditions 

7. Additional monitoring will be carried out in Blenheim during the 2012 winter to help determine the 
reason for the increase in PM10 concentrations recorded in 2011.  In addition, a re-evaluation of 
meteorological conditions will be carried out in order to more accurately define meteorological 
conditions which give rise to increased concentrations within the airshed.  

8. PM10 monitoring is also planned for Picton for the 2012 winter to assess wintertime PM10 
concentrations and to determine the likelihood of compliance with the national air quality 
standards. 
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Summary 
9. The air quality monitoring site in Redwoodtown continues to be in breach of the NES for PM10.  The 

date for compliance with the NES is 2016.  Monitoring shows that there has been no reduction in 
PM10 emissions in the Blenheim airshed since 2005. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the report be received. 
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8. Marine Farm Light Audits 

(Clr Oddie) (Report prepared by Harbour Master) M945-02 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to update the Committee of the ongoing marine farm light audits that 

are being carried out.  Subsequent to the report presented at the 22 March 2012 Committee 
meeting, auditing has been carried out in the Scott, Skiddaw, Hikapu, Nikau and Four Fathom 
areas. 

Background 
2. The Committee will be aware that over the past two years Council has reviewed conditions of 

consent attached to individual marine farm consents.  This process included a review of farm 
lighting requirements. 

3. Since authorisation of lighting requirements for individual farms/sites is dealt with under the 
Maritime Transport Act, this was seen as an ideal opportunity to rationalise the number of lights 
each farm required and to introduce retro reflective tape in conjunction with radar reflectors, where 
appropriate, in areas where it was considered that lights would be superfluous, particularly on the 
in-shore side of farms.  

4. Since the majority of consents have now been reviewed, an audit to record compliance with lighting 
requirements has now been resumed, a matter the Marine Farm Association was advised of in 
advance.   

5. Set out below, in tabular form, is a summary of the marine farm areas audited to date:   

Area Date Farms 
Inspected 

Farms 
Compliant 

Farms with 1 
or More Light 
Extinguished 
or insufficient 

number of 
lights fitted 

Farms with 
no Lights 

Operational 

Port Gore 11 March 2011 6 4 1 1 

Maori Bay, Fairy Bay, 
Nikau Bay 

24 March 2011 25 22 3 0 

Port Underwood 23 May 2011 17 11 5 1 

Waitaria, Clarke 
Island, Goulter Bay 

15 June 2011 9 7 0 2 

Port Underwood 16 June 2011 27 16 8 3 

Croisilles 
Harbour/Waikawa Bay 

6 & 7 September 2011 41 17 21 3 

Port Gore 21 January 2012 4 0 3 1 
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Area Date Farms 
Inspected 

Farms 
Compliant 

Farms with 1 
or More Light 
Extinguished 
or insufficient 

number of 
lights fitted 

Farms with 
no Lights 

Operational 

Kenepuru 21 February 2012 29 20 9 0 

Scott,Skiddaw       
Hikapu,Nikau,Four 
Fathom 

27 March 2012          31 25 4 2 

Totals  189 122 54 13 

 
6. There is still considerable variability with respect to requirements relating to the inshore marking of 

marine farms and work to clarify matters in conjunction with the Marine Farming Association is 
ongoing. 

7. It has also been noted that on several farms more long-lines are in the water than is permitted by 
the resource consent.  Where this has occurred, the matter has been referred to the Compliance 
Unit. 

8. A decision on the issue of Infringement Notices for those farms that did not have any operational 
lights has yet to be made. 

Summary 
9. Since the review of the majority of marine farm consent conditions have now been completed, an 

audit of lighting requirements has recently been resumed.   

10. The results of the audit undertaken to date are shown in tabular form.  It has been noted that there 
is still some confusion with respect to the inshore marking of marine farms and work with the 
Marine Farming Association is ongoing. 

11. Infringement Notices may be issued for those farms that did not have any operational lights.  

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 

 



 

9. Compliance Group: Environmental Protection Strategy  

(Clr Barsanti) (Report prepared by Garth Congdon and the Compliance Group) E360-000-003 

Purpose 
1. Inform Council of the Compliance Group’s proposal to change its operational focus from being 

complaints-driven to undertaking more proactive consent monitoring.  This should result in 
resources being used more effectively to achieve better environmental protection outcomes.  

Outline of Paper 
2. Describe the composition and role of the Compliance Group’s Environmental Protection team, and 

how it works within the wider Regulatory Department. 

3. Identify the current focus and scope of environmental protection activities and discuss the shortfalls 
of the current approach. 

4. Introduce an innovative programme-led monitoring and compliance strategy based on the 
coastal/marine, freshwater, air, and land environments, with resources prioritised on activities with 
the greatest potential to negatively affect the quality of these environments. 

5. Outline the actions involved to develop and implement a new programme strategy. 

6. Discuss how community support will be fostered for the new programmes and thereby contribute to 
better environmental protection outcomes and reduction in complaints over time. 

Compliance Group’s Role  
7. The Compliance Group is comprised of the Environmental Health (including Liquor Licensing), 

Animal Control, and Environmental Protection teams.  The Environmental Protection team currently 
consists of 5.6 Full time Equivalent staff members (FTEs) and 1 temporary staff member.  

8. The Compliance Group sits within the Regulatory Department.  It operates according to the 
Council’s environmental management framework (Figure 1).  The Plan-Do-Monitor-Review model 
is designed to integrate Council’s various statutory functions and work streams.  It is a continuous 
improvement cycle, where different Council groups provide ongoing feedback to each other. 

 

Figure 1: Environmental management model used by the Regulatory Group to integrate its various functions. 
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9. The Compliance Group works alongside the Environmental Science & Monitoring team in the 
Monitor part of the cycle.  Both groups seek to understand the effectiveness of plan rules and 
resource consent conditions on Marlborough’s environment.  Feedback is provided to the 
Environmental Policy Group for the Plan step, and to the Consents Group in the Do step.  All 
groups contribute to the Review step either informally by working together on projects and specific 
issues, and formally by briefing Council and seeking feedback and/or decisions to guide future 
regulation. 

10. The Compliance Group’s Environmental Protection team is responsible for monitoring resource 
consents and permitted activities, investigating breaches of the Resource Management Act and the 
Marlborough District Council Bylaw 2010, as well as responding to complaints and inducing 
behavioural change through education. 

Current Focus and Scope of Environmental Protection Activities 
11. Much of the Environmental Protection team’s work is focused on responding to, and investigating, 

complaints from members of the public.  In 2011 there were a total of 2,010 complaints, 1,514 of 
which were noise complaints.  The highest number of non-noise complaints in 2011 were alleged 
discharges to air (172) followed by land use activities (130) and land disturbance (106) (Figure 2). 

12. Many of these complaints are complex and take considerable time to thoroughly investigate and 
resolve.  Responding to and investigating complaints therefore consumes a large amount of the 
Compliance Group’s resources in terms of time and budget.  Despite this effort, overall, complaints 
have been increasing, particularly over the past two years.  The suggested reasons for this 
increase were discussed in the Compliance – Summary 2011 paper presented at 25 January 2012 
Environment Committee Meeting. 
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 Figure 2: Trends in different types of complaints since 2003 (data from report Compliance- Summary 2011 
presented to Council’s Environment Committee meeting on 9 February 2012). 

13. The Environmental Protection team also monitor resource consents.  There are currently 21,476 
active resource consents (as at 1 March 2012) for various activities within Marlborough that 
potentially require monitoring and/or enforcement.  This compares to 24,867 consents managed by 
Environment Canterbury with 25 compliance staff; 4,876 consents in Southland Regional Council 
managed by 14 staff; and Horizons Manawatu have 4,800 consents managed by 7 staff.  
Marlborough also has to manage district activities for compliance compared to those 3 councils. 

14. The greatest number of district and regional consents in Marlborough are Land Use followed by the 
Coastal/Marine Area then Water (includes lakes and river beds) and Discharge permits (Figure 3).  
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There is on average approximately 10 conditions for each of the 21,476 resource consents.  T
adds to the high degree of com

his 
plexity of the Environmental Protection team’s monitoring and 

compliance responsibilities.    

 

pancy 
xcludes subdivision 

consents, where compliance is signed off by Council’s Assets & Services Department.) 

t 
 

re 

of individual consents in real time.  Software with this functionality is an essential compliance tool. 

education.  
 positive impacts, although there is a need to review and assess their 

effectiveness.   

t Plan 

Currently, these are monitored by complaints from members of the public 
or by staff observations. 

ge of 

s 
less time for proactive projects.  With complaints rising over time, this will divert more resources. 

Figure 3: Number of active resource consents grouped into four activity types as at 1 March 2012.  Water includes 
takes, dams, and use permits; Discharge includes land, water and air consents; Coastal/Marine includes occu
and disturbance to seabed; and Land Use includes earthworks and other activities (this e

15. The volume of resource consents means that most consents are currently monitored by complain
only.  Consents which may have significant environmental effects and/or high public interest are
manually identified for proactive monitoring.  Given the volume of consents, gaps can occur in 
capturing strategic consents for monitoring.  Work is currently underway to scope the development 
or procurement of software to automate the prioritisation of consents for monitoring when they a
granted.  This would also assist the Environmental Protection team in managing the monitoring 
workload, workflow task scheduling and reminders, reporting, and tracking the compliance status 

16. Whilst awaiting this, the Environmental Protection team has run a number of proactive monitoring 
projects focused on specific activities over the past few years.  These projects have targeted some 
key environmental issues, such as winery wastewater, dairy crossings, and forestry.  The aim has 
been to work with individual landowners to ensure compliance through monitoring and 
These have had

17. The Environmental Protection team also monitors activities permitted by the Wairau/Awatere 
Resource Management Plan (WARMP) and Marlborough Sounds Resource Managemen
(MSRMP).  There are 16 Planning Zones within the WARMP, in which there is a total of 
190 permitted activities; while there are 12 Zones within the MSRMP in which there are 
169 permitted activities.  

18. In summary, the current strategy is to prioritise and respond to all complaints.  The advanta
this is that critical issues noticed by the public are usually promptly addressed, which has 
community relations and environmental benefits.  However, the downside of prioritising all 
complaints is that relatively minor issues divert limited resources, resulting in more important 
issues not getting attention.  This includes monitoring of consents.  Another shortfall is that there i
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A new Environmental Protection Strategy 
19. The Environmental Protection team is working on a strategy to reduce complaints, improve 

environmental protection outcomes and use its limited resources more effectively.  This involves 
shifting the focus from being complaints-driven to undertaking more proactive consent monitoring. 

20. This strategy will be based around the four dimensions of air, land, water, and coastal/marine.   
Each of these is to have its own programme to set the direction of the Environmental Protection 
team’s work.  The ultimate goal of these programmes is that the Marlborough’s coastal/marine, 
fresh water, land, and air are valued and protected by the community for all to utilise and enjoy. 

21. Each programme will contain a number of related current monitoring projects, which are listed 
under each programme in Figure 4.  Some projects may be dropped or modified while new projects 
may be commenced within each programme following the review of each project, or from the 
redevelopment of Council’s Regional Policy Statement and the two Resource Management Plans.  

  

 

Figure 4: Current environmental protection projects sitting within the four new programmes under development. 

22. The four programmes areas have been selected to help the team manage the complexity and large 
numbers of resource consents that require monitoring and/or environmental protection actions.  
This enables the significance of the various activities to be prioritised and distinguished in the 
different environments.  This can be refined by targeting environmentally sensitive areas and/or 
areas with concentrations of active consents (as depicted in Figure 5).  Priorities for monitoring can 
be further determined by overlaying state of the environment monitoring data where problem sites 
have been identified.  
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23. The advantages of such a programme structure are that it will effectively coordinate, direct and 
oversee the implementation of a set of related projects and activities.  The Environmental 
Protection team’s activities fit well with such a programme structure, which will help to ensure its 
actions are well targeted, and outcomes and benefits of strategic relevance to Council and the 
community are realised.  In addition to contributing to monitoring of the effectiveness of resource 
consent conditions, and the effectiveness of current and future plan rules and policies, the 
programme structure will also help to successfully deliver on the environmental protection Levels of 
Service in Council’s Long-Term Plan. 

 

(b)(a) 

Figure 5: Location of different consents for two different environment types (a) land use (b) coastal permits depicted 
to illustrate the distribution and concentration of consents.  

Strategy Implementation 
24. The development of the implementation of this strategy consists of six interlinking actions (which 

are not sequential).  These are: 

Action 1: Develop programme briefs for each of the new programmes.  Identify all current projects 
and potential new projects.  Identify strategic consents from existing information.  Allocate staff to 
lead each programme.   

Action 2: Develop a triage system for new consents to prioritise resource consent monitoring, 
pending the procurement of a Compliance database.  The system will classify and rank consents 
according to environmental effects and social factors.  Environmental effects may consist of the 
sensitivity of receiving environment and/or scale of the activity.  Social factors could include the 
level of public interest and/or the compliance history of the consent holder.  The advantages of this 
are that there is a systematic approach for determining which consents to monitor and it makes the 
relationship between the necessity of monitoring and available resources clearer. 
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Action 3: Secure appropriate software to support the long-term delivery of the strategy.  This 
would assist the Environmental Protection team with prioritisation of consents for monitoring, 
managing consents, reporting, and tracking the compliance status of consents in real time. 

Action 4: Develop a triage system for new complaints to prioritise them according to environmental 
effects, public interest, and track record of previous offences.  Maintain and analyse the existing 
complaints database to determine trends in different complaint types.  If a trend(s) is observed, a 
project may be added to a programme to address the specific complaint type using a range of 
enforcement and education tools to reduce the number of complaints received. 

Action 5: Review current projects to evaluate their success and validate their continued relevance.  
Each review will be done in a similar way to determine lessons learned and allow each project to 
be better defined and put into a standard framework.  A feedback loop will be incorporated to 
reassess the ongoing effectiveness of those projects which will be continued within an overarching 
programme.  Reviews are planned to be progressively done over the next 12 months. 

Action 6: Develop an innovative branding strategy for each programme.  Some examples are: 
Sensational Sounds for coastal/marine; Vibrant Waters for freshwater; Productive Environmental 
Powerhouse for land; and Fresh Air Marlborough for air.  These names encapsulate the vision for 
each programme. 

Fostering Community Support 
25. The visions elicited by these four programme brand names provide a community relations strategy 

to anchor these visions in people’s minds.  The aim is to foster this connection to the programmes 
with the public so as to build support with Council’s environmental protection activities.  A success 
measure would be if the community recognises and refers to these programmes as being 
something that they are a part of and support.  Communication and education will therefore be an 
important and central part of each programme. 

Recommended  
That the information be received. 
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10. Dog Fees for the 2012/2013 Registration Year 

(Clr Arbuckle)  (Report prepared by Shelley Lines)  E305-001-001 

Purpose 
1. This report sets out the proposed fees for the 2012/2013 dog registration year. 

Background 
2. Council is required under the Dog Control Act 1996 to set fees for dog registration on an annual 

basis.  The fees must be set by resolution and be publicly notified.  

Comments 
3. The Council currently employs a full “user pays” model to fund the Dog Control activity.  It has been 

suggested by some Councillors that there is an element of public good associated with the function 
that should be rate funded. 

4. A report was prepared by Hans Versteegh on ‘Who Should Pay for Animal Control?’ and presented 
at the Council and Budget Meeting on 29 February 2012.  The report was designed to assist 
Council to determine whether or not it wishes to fund a proportion of the costs associated with 
Animal Control from rates.   

5. Further debate on this subject is planned before the 2013/2014 Annual Plan process begins. 

Proposed Registration Fees for 2012/2013 
6. It is proposed to keep the registration fees the same as for 2011/2012.  

7. The fees for the 2012/2013 year are set out in the fee table below. 

Dog and Pound Fees 

FEE TABLE: Dog Control Fees 

2011/2012 

            Proposed Fees 

     2012/2013 

Dog registration - non-working (Category 1) $57.00 $57.00

Dog registration - non-working (Category 2) $86.00 $86.00

Dog registration - working $24.50 $24.50

Dog registration - dangerous $129.00 $129.00

Dog registration - duplicate tag $3.60 $3.60

Property Licence - 3 or more dogs $77.00 $77.00

Pound fee - first offence $102.00 $102.00

Pound fee - second offence $153.00 $153.00
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FEE TABLE: Dog Control Fees 

2011/2012 

            Proposed Fees 

     2012/2013 

Pound fee - third offence and subsequent 
offences 

$204.00 $204.00

Pound feeding - per night (for first two nights 
then $15.00 per night thereafter). 

$15.30 $15.30

Seizure fee $102.00 $102.00

Return to owner $15.30 $15.30

Microchip Fee $25.60 $25.60

 

Summary 
8. Council resolved that it is accepted a proportion of the Dog Control activity ought to be paid by the 

community as a whole. 

9. Council resolved that the determination of the level of split between user pays and community 
share be referred back to the Animal Control Sub-Committee for fine tuning. 

10. Council resolved that the Animal Control Sub-Committee recommend appropriate budget 
adjustments in time for consideration in the next Annual Plan. 

RECOMMENDED 
That until Council considers a mixed funding model for the Animal Control activity, it is proposed 
that dog registration fees for 2012/2013 remain the same as for 2011/2012. 

 



 

11. Information Package 

 

RECOMMENDED 
That the Regulatory Department Information Package dated 3 May 2012 be received and noted. 
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12. Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded 

Decided That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, 
namely: 

- Enforcement 

- Geotechnical Investigations   

- Application for Commissioners 

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing 
this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local 
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows: 

General subject of each 
matter to be considered 

Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to 
each matter 

Ground(s) under section 48(1) 
for the passing of this resolution

Enforcement 

Geotechnical 
Investigations 

Application for 
Commissioners 

In order to protect the 
privacy of natural persons, 
as provided for under 
Section 7(2)(a). 

That the public conduct of the 
relevant part of the proceedings 
of the meeting would be likely to 
result in the disclosure of 
information for which good 
reason for withholding exists 
under Section 7 of the Local 
Government Official Information 
and Meetings Act 1987. 
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